We have previously shown that late-developing avian nucleus magnocellularis (NM) neurons (embryonic [E] days 19-21) fire action potentials (APs) that resembles a band-pass filter in response to sinusoidal current injections of varying frequencies. NM neurons located in the mid-to highfrequency regions of the nucleus fire preferentially at 75 Hz, but only fire a single onset AP to frequency inputs greater than 200 Hz. Surprisingly, NM neurons do not fire APs to sinusoidal inputs less than 20 Hz regardless of the strength of the current injection. In the present study we evaluated intrinsic mechanisms that prevent AP generation to low frequency inputs. We constructed a computational model to simulate the frequency-firing patterns of NM neurons based on experimental data at both room and near physiologic temperatures. The results from our model confirm that the interaction among low-and high-voltage activated potassium channels (K LVA and K HVA , respectively) and voltage dependent sodium channels (Na V ) give rise to the frequency-firing patterns observed in vitro. In particular, we evaluated the regulatory role of K LVA during low frequency sinusoidal stimulation. The model shows that, in response to low frequency stimuli, activation of large K LVA current counterbalances the slow-depolarizing current injection, likely permitting Na V closed-state inactivation and preventing the generation of APs. When the K LVA current density was reduced, the model neuron fired multiple APs per sinusoidal cycle, indicating that K LVA channels regulate low frequency AP firing of NM neurons. This intrinsic property of NM neurons may assist in optimizing response to different rates of synaptic inputs.
Introduction
In the auditory system of all vertebrates, the temporal pattern of action potential (AP) firing is imperative for the encoding of behaviorally relevant spectral and temporal acoustic cues. [1] [2] [3] Fundamental to this are highly specialized anatomic and physiologic properties shared across species at the molecular, cellular and neural network level. 4, 5 For example, bushy cells of the mammalian anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) and the avian analog, nucleus magnocellularis (NM) receive input from a few auditory nerve fibers through large endbulb of Held synapses. 6, 7 This unique anatomic feature permits ultrafast and highly reliable synaptic transmission. 8, 9 AVCN bushy cells and NM neurons have distinct physiologic features as well. 10, 11 One such property is shown in Fig. 1A . Here, an individual NM neuron generates a single onset AP in response to a sustained depolarizing current injection. This physiologic response property of NM neurons is sent to their bilateral target nuclei and is used to encode timing cues for sound localization. 12, 13 We have previously shown that late-developing NM neurons (embryonic [E] days [19] [20] [21] that represent the mid-to high-frequency region of the nucleus also fire unique AP patterns in response to sinusoidal current injections of varying frequencies 14 (Fig. 1B) . NM neurons fire optimally at mid frequencies (75-100 Hz, Fig. 1B , middle) and only fire a single onset AP at higher frequencies (> 200 Hz, Fig. 1B, right) . Interestingly, NM neurons do not generate APs in response to low frequency stimuli (< 20 Hz, Fig. 1B, left) , regardless of the strength of the input current injection (e.g., 5 Hz and 1 nA, Fig. 1B , left, inset). As such, NM neurons fire APs in response to sinusoidal current injections that resembles a band-pass filter (Fig. 1C, 
see Results).
Essential to these AP firing patterns are voltage dependent ion channels, including low-and high-voltage activated potassium (K LVA and K HVA , respectively) and voltage dependent sodium (Na V ) channels. 15, 16 It is well documented that late-developing NM neurons have large potassium conductances mediated by K LVA and K HVA . 17, 18 K LVA channels are activated on the slight depolarization of the membrane potential and play a major role in controlling neural excitability for NM neurons. [18] [19] [20] At more positive membrane voltage, K LVA channels mediate approximately 50% of the total potassium current. 14 The remaining current is dominated by K HVA channels, which regulate AP repolarizing kinetics and high-frequency firing. 21, 22 We hypothesized that low frequency sinusoidal stimuli (< 20 Hz) fail to elicit APs due to the activation of K LVA , which repolarizes the membrane and prevents the activation of Na V channels. We originally tested this hypothesis by experimentally blocking K LVA with bath application of Dendrotoxin (DTx, 0.1 mM), a specific K V 1-containing K LVA channel blocker. Blockade of K LVA with DTx slightly depolarized the membrane and significantly increased neural excitability such that multiple spikes were evoked in response to a lower amount of sustained current injection ( Fig. 2A ). An increase in AP firing was also observed during the 10 Hz sinusoidal current injection protocol (Fig. 2B ).
However, bath application of DTx during this condition resulted in a dramatic change in AP activity. The NM neuron's significant increase in excitability made the discernment of evoked versus spontaneous AP generation impossible (Fig. 2C ). In addition, the real-time and dynamic interaction between K V and Na V channels could not be profiled experimentally, which hindered the interpretation of the results.
To better address these experimental issues, we constructed a computational model to test our hypothesis based on intrinsic properties of NM neurons and explored mechanisms underlying low frequency AP firing patterns of the avian NM. Using this model, AP frequency-firing patterns in response to low-, mid-, and high-frequency sinusoidal current injections were simulated at both room and near physiologic temperatures. Relevant contributions of K LVA , K HVA , and Na V are suggested, and the importance of K LVA in low frequency NM response property is evaluated.
Results
Simulating AP firing of NM neurons in response to sustained current injection
In response to a sustained depolarizing current injection, late-developing NM neurons (>E19) fire a single onset AP followed by slight and persistent membrane voltage depolarization. 10 Fig . 1A shows a representative voltage response recorded from an E20 NM neuron. For this representative NM neuron, AP generation occurred 2.9 ms after the onset of the stimulus. The threshold for AP generation (i.e., the point at which the membrane voltage shifted from a passive rise to an active response) was ¡47 mV (Fig. 1A,  inset) . Blocking K LVA channels with DTx resulted in multiple APs throughout the duration of a significantly smaller current injection (325 pA vs. 23 pA, Fig. 1A vs. Fig. 2A, respectively) .
We first tested if our model NM neuron presented with similar AP firing phenotypes at room temperatures (25 C) , the temperature at which our experimental data were obtained. Using the model NM neuron, responses for sustained current injection were simulated with parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 .
Using a square pulse current injection of 325 pA (100 ms duration), the model NM neuron fired a single onset AP (Fig. 4A 1 ) . The AP delay was 2.8 ms and its voltage threshold was ¡45 mV (Fig. 4A 1 , inset) , a result similar to the representative NM neuron shown in Fig. 1A . Fig. 4A 2 shows the activation of Na V and K V channel currents. The AP was generated when the Na V current surpassed the large transient component of the K V current (Fig. 4A 2 , inset) . The large transient K V current was consistently observed for all simulations (see . This is generally due to the fast dynamics on the membrane voltage because of the generated AP. For example, during the depolarization phase of the AP, membrane voltage increased rapidly and a large amount of K V channels were activated. As a result, I K increased rapidly as observed at the onset of the sustained voltage step in Fig. 3 , forming the rising phase of the I K transient. During the repolarizing phase of the AP, membrane voltage decreased rapidly and K V channels deactivated. As a result, I K decreased rapidly as observed at the offset of the voltage step in Fig. 3 , forming the decay phase of the I K transient. Our modeling data, especially for the "real-time" K V current, largely resemble experimental data previously published. [23] [24] [25] In these studies, AP waveforms were applied to neurons as voltage commands and the realtime current response was recorded (referred to as action potential clamp). With an "AP" voltage command applied to the neuron a large transient K V current was observed, a similar result reported here. For comparison purposes in this and subsequent figures, the total outward K V current was flipped (-I K ) and superimposed onto the Na V currents.
Following the onset AP, Na V channels inactivated and the membrane voltage repolarized for the remaining duration of the stimulus. Fig. 4A 3 shows the percentage of Na V channel availability (h, gray trace) and the percentage of Na V channels in an inactivation state (1-h, green trace). Throughout the duration of the sustained stimulus when Na V channels were either unavailable or in a closed state, K V current remained activated, counteracting the injected current and resulted in slight and persistent depolarization with no further AP generation ( Fig. 4A 1-2 ). Due to its low voltage dependence, K LVA channels activated earlier and mediated a substantially larger current than K HVA channels during the stimulation ( Fig. 4A 4 , inset).
We next set the K LVA channel density (i.e., gK LVA , see Table 2 ) of the model NM neuron to equal zero. This simulates controlled blockade of K LVA by DTx (100% blockade of K LVA current). When K LVA were blocked, the membrane potential slightly depolarized (-71 mV to -68 mV) and 4 APs were evoked in response to the 100 ms sustained current injection (Fig. 4B 1 ) . The amount of current required to evoke AP generation from the model NM neuron was markedly smaller (325 pA vs. 50 pA). The total amount of Na V and K V current was also reduced (Fig. 4B 2 ). Figure 4B 3 shows availability and inactivation state of Na V channels during the K LVA blockade. The reduction in Na V current and changes in availability/inactivation properties during K LVA blockade was consistently observed for all simulations (see Fig. 5-7 ). This is largely due to the membrane voltage dependence of Na V and K V channels. Two primary factors contribute to the change in membrane voltage dynamics. First, there is a decrease in the strength of injected current required to reach AP generation and second, blocking K LVA channels increases overall membrane voltage and excitability. As shown in Fig. 4B 1 , the amount of current injection was 50 pA (compared with 325 pA in Fig. 4A 1 ) . With decreased stimulus intensity and blockade of K LVA , membrane voltage dynamics changed dramatically in the simulation, leading to reduced Na V current and changes in Na V channel availability and inactivation properties. With 100% K LVA blocked, there was no outward K LVA current to counteract the depolarizing current command at low membrane voltages ( Fig. 4B 4 ) . As such, the membrane voltage gradually depolarized after the first AP and a subpopulation of Na V channels recovered from inactivation, permitting the generation of subsequent APs.
Simulating AP frequency-firing patterns of NM neurons
The above results show that the model NM neuron is capable of reproducing the AP firing phenotype of late-developing NM neurons and the voltage dependence of K LVA in regulating its excitability. We next tested the model neuron's ability to replicate the frequency-firing pattern of APs to sinusoidal current injections. Figure 1B shows voltage traces of a representative NM neuron in response to 5, 10, 75 and 200 Hz sinusoidal current injection. Firing probability was calculated as the average number of APs generated per sinusoidal cycle. Population data of firing probability plotted as a function of stimulus frequency is shown in Fig. 1C . This result shows that late-developing NM neurons generate APs that exhibit a band- pass filter. They fire optimally in response to stimuli of 75 Hz and fire a single AP at the onset of the highest stimulation frequency (i.e., 200 Hz). Interestingly, NM neurons do not generate any APs at stimulus frequencies of 5 or 10 Hz. For 5 Hz stimuli, no APs can be evoked even when the stimulus intensity is significantly increased (1 nA D »280% above threshold current, Fig. 1B left, inset) . This is also true for responses to 10 Hz stimuli (data not shown).
Voltage responses for 5, 10, 75 and 200 Hz sinusoidal current injections were simulated using the model NM neuron (Fig. 5A 1 -D 1 , respectively) that closely resembled the experimental data (see Fig. 1B-C) . At no time did the model NM neuron generate APs to low frequency stimulation regardless of stimulus strength. Figure 5A 1 shows changes in the voltage response of the model NM neuron for a 5 Hz stimulation of increasing strengths; the extent of membrane depolarization increased with stimulus intensity. The maximum depolarizing values are ¡50, ¡42, and ¡32 mV for 1, 2, and 3 nA current injection, respectively. However, the threshold of AP generation was ¡45 mV for the model neuron using a sustained current injection of 325 pA (see Fig. 4A 1 ) . Despite exceeding the threshold for AP generation with the strong current strength of 2 nA, the model NM neuron never generated an AP during the 5 Hz stimulation. This observation is due to 2 underlying ion channel mechanisms. First, the increase in the membrane voltage triggered a large outward K V current that strongly repolarized the membrane (Fig. 5A 2 ) . Again, K LVA channels mediated the largest K V current during the stimulation (Fig. 5A 4 ) . Second, the slow depolarization of the membrane voltage to low frequency stimulation, along with the counteracting effect from K LVA current, facilitated Na V channel closed-state inactivation and resulted in minimal Na V current during the stimulation (Fig. 5A 2-3 ) . Additionally, the increased amount of inactivated Na V channels likely led to a dynamic increase in AP threshold, which further prevented AP generation.
Similar results were obtained using 10 Hz stimulation. Figure 5B 1 shows the model output induced by 10 Hz sinusoidal current injection at 650 pA (150% above the threshold current of model NM neuron). The model NM neuron did not reach the voltage threshold for AP generation (inset), because the membrane voltage was strongly repolarized by a large outward K V current (Fig. 5B 2 ) . Additionally, slowly depolarized membrane voltage reduced Na V availability and increased inactivation (Fig. 5B 3 ) . Similar to the 5 Hz stimulation, the total K V current was dominated by K LVA channels (Fig. 5B 4 ) . The important role of K LVA channels in shaping firing patterns to low frequency stimulation was further tested by systematically lowering K LVA conductance (see Fig. 6 ). Figure 5C 1 shows that the model NM neuron fired a single AP per cycle of a 75 Hz sinusoidal current injection (inset). This result is similar to the representative NM neuron shown in Fig. 1B for the same stimulus frequency. On the rising phase of the 75 Hz sine wave, the membrane voltage depolarized rapidly and activated a large Na V current followed by a smaller K V current (Fig. 5C 2 ) . The AP was evoked when Na V current surpassed the K V current (Fig. 5C 1-2 , insets) . This result suggests that minimal closed-state Na V inactivation occurred during mid-frequency stimulation, while the majority of Na V channels inactivated rapidly after an AP, in contrast to that of low frequency stimulation (Fig. 5C 3 , inset) . On the decay phase, the membrane voltage repolarized, K LVA and K HVA channels returned to resting states, and a large population of Na V channels became available, allowing the generation of subsequent APs. The contribution to the total K V current was dominated by K LVA relative to K HVA ( Fig. 5C 4 , inset) .
When a 200 Hz sinusoidal current was injected, the model NM neuron fired only a single onset AP at the beginning of the stimulus (Fig. 5D 1 ) . On the rising phase of the first sinusoidal cycle, the injected current depolarized the membrane voltage rapidly and immediately activated Na V channels and the subsequent initial AP (Fig. 5D 1-2 , insets) . Following the initial AP, the underlying availability and inactivation state of the Na V channels oscillated passively with the sinusoidal injection (Fig. 5D 3 , inset) . Accordingly, a relatively constant K V current with small oscillations, which was dominated by K LVA current (relative to K HVA current), was observed throughout the stimulation duration ( Fig. 5D 4 , inset) . This constant K V current is likely due to the incomplete deactivation of K LVA channels, as a result of the short time interval between sinusoidal cycles. Therefore, the sustained activation of the K LVA current prevented the activation of Na V channels and controlled AP output for the remainder of the stimulus duration.
Effect of K LVA blockade on AP low-frequency firing pattern
We hypothesized that low frequency stimuli fail to elicit APs due to the activation of K LVA channels. The model NM neuron's output shows that a large K V current is evoked during low frequency sinusoidal current injection (see Fig. 5B 1 ) that is predominately mediated by K LVA (see Fig. 5B 4 ) . We tested the effect of K LVA blockade using the 10 Hz current evoked responses of the model NM neuron (Fig. 6) . Reducing K LVA channel density simulated the controlled blockade of K LVA currents. As shown in Fig. 6A 1-3 , when 55% of K LVA channels were blocked, APs were evoked by the 10 Hz sinusoidal stimulation set at a current strength of 650 pA and Na V channels inactivated rapidly during AP firing. Despite 55% of K LVA blockade, a significant amount of K V current remained (Fig. 6A 2 , inset) , which was dominated by the K LVA channel relative to the K HVA channel (Fig. 6A 4 , inset) .
When 100% of K LVA channels were blocked, the model NM neuron fired 2 APs per sinusoidal cycle. In addition, the amount of current required to evoke AP generation was significantly reduced to 50 pA (Fig. 6B 1 ) . In line with the strong blockade of K LVA currents was the marked reduction in the total K V current (Fig. 6B 2 , inset) , strong Na V inactivation induced by more depolarized membrane voltage (Fig 6B 3 ,  inset) as well as the complete elimination of K LVA current and the larger contribution of K HVA channels ( Fig. 6B 4 , inset) . Taken together, these results provide supporting evidence for our hypothesis that low frequency stimuli fail to elicit APs in NM neurons due to the activation of K LVA channels.
Effect of temperature on NM neuron frequency-firing patterns to sinusoidal current injections
The internal body temperature for most warmblooded animals ranges from 36 C to 39 C; birds have an average internal body temperature of »41 C. 26 Although our simulation data was set at 25 C (to match the temperature used in the collection of experimental data) it is established that higher temperatures significantly alter the physiologic condition of NM neurons. 14, 27 Whether the phenomenon and mechanisms are similar at higher temperatures is of physiologic relevance. However, it is difficult to record neuronal responses at the reported physiologic temperature of birds. This is especially true for long recording time periods across different developmental stages (as in our previous study). Taking advantage of our computational model, we next tested the effect of temperature on NM neuron frequency-firing patterns to sinusoidal current injections. Using the model NM neuron, simulations were run at a near physiologic temperature (Fig. 7) . 35 C was chosen because in our previous study a subset of data was collected at this temperature to document changes in AP properties of NM. 14 A temperature change from 25 C to 35 C increased the threshold current for AP firing of the model NM neuron, from 260 pA to 800 pA. This was consistent with our own experimental observation (data unpublished) and a previously published study in NM. 27 Therefore, the amplitude of the sinusoidal current injection was increased from 650 pA to 2 nA (i.e., 150% above AP threshold). At 35 C, the model NM neuron fired one AP per sinusoidal cycle in response to mid (75 Hz) and high frequency (200 Hz) sinusoid current injections (data not shown). The ability to maintain AP generation per cycle for a 200 Hz input is due -in part -to the dramatic improvement of AP kinetics at 35 C 14 and the increase in stimulus intensity. 27 Despite an increase in temperature and stimulus intensity (35 C and 2 nA, respectively), no AP was evoked from the model NM neuron for a 10 Hz current injection (Fig. 7A 1 ) . This was also evident for 5 Hz stimulation (data not shown) and was consistent with model data at 25 C (see Fig. 5B ). The model's output of the Na V and K V currents show that the mechanism for no AP generation to low frequency input remained the same at the higher temperature (Fig. 7A 2 ) . With 10 Hz stimulation there was a large membrane depolarization (Fig. 7A 1 ) that resulted in inactivation of available Na V channels (Fig. 7A 3 ) . The ratio of the total K V current was dominated by K LVA relative to K HVA (Fig. 7A 4 ) .
Similar to the data at 25 C for 10 Hz stimulation, the model NM neuron fired APs when 100% of the K LVA channels were blocked at 35 C (Fig. 7B) . Although the phenomenon and mechanisms are relatively unchanged at near physiologic temperatures, several differences were observed. First, the current injection was significantly higher due to the temperature dependent increase in threshold current (50 pA vs. 300 pA, Fig. 6B and Fig. 7B, respectively) . Second, the model NM neuron fired only a single AP per sinusoidal cycle that was shorter in overall amplitude followed by strong membrane oscillation (Fig. 7B 1 ) . This membrane oscillation is likely a combined result of the increased current injection, along with a higher membrane input resistance due to the blockade of K LVA channels. Third, the depolarized membrane oscillations resulted in dramatic changes in Na V channel availability and inactivation properties, which are partially responsible for the single and shorter AP per sinusoidal cycle during the stimulus (Fig. 7B 2-3 ). The shorter AP is a common feature when recorded at high temperatures in the avian auditory brainstem. 16, 28 Finally, at 35 C the activation of K HVA channels followed the waveform of APs and membrane oscillations, with the peak amplitude slightly smaller than that at 25 C ( Fig. 7B 4 compared with 6B 4 ) . This is likely due to the small APs and membrane oscillations that only reach the threshold voltage of these channels' activation range, 14 unlike larger APs generated at 25 C. Taken together, these results provide supporting evidence for our hypothesis that low frequency stimuli fail to elicit APs in NM neurons due to the activation of K LVA channels at both room and near physiologic temperatures.
Discussion
Simulation studies using our model NM neuron reproduced the frequency-firing patterns recorded experimentally at both room and near physiologic temperatures; NM neurons act as a band-pass filter to varying frequencies of sinusoidal current injections. The results from the model NM neuron confirm the involvement of K LVA , K HVA , and Na V channels that interact with each other to give rise to the AP firing patterns at low-, mid-, and high-frequency inputs. Upon low frequency sinusoidal stimulation (< 20 Hz), the membrane voltage depolarized slowly and activated a large number of K LVA channels. When the K LVA channel density was reduced or blocked, the model NM neuron fired multiple APs per sinusoidal cycle during low frequency stimulation protocols, confirming that low frequency stimuli fail to elicit APs in NM neurons due to the strong activation of K LVA channels. This is accomplished primarily by 2 mechanisms. First, the relatively fast time course of K LVA activation shunts slow membrane depolarization caused by low frequency sinusoidal current injections and second, the prolonged membrane depolarization changes AP threshold by Na V channel inactivation. 8 K LVA channels regulate frequency-firing patterns of NM neurons to sinusoidal current injections Our previous experimental data showed that mid-to high-frequency NM neurons are band-pass filters in response to sinusoidal current injections. 14 The relevant finding to the current study is that mid-to high-frequency NM neurons do not respond to low frequency stimuli (i.e., 5 and 10 Hz) regardless of the strength of the current injection. This suggests that NM neurons are tuned to fire APs at a very specific rate of afferent input. In the current study, our computational model provides evidence that the expression of K LVA channels regulate the non-responsiveness of NM neurons to low frequency stimuli. When K LVA current density was lowered, we observed multiple APs in response to each cycle of 5 and 10 Hz sinusoidal current injections. K LVA channels are able to activate in an extremely fast manner. 20 In contrast, it takes relatively longer time to reach Na V channel activation threshold during 5 and 10 Hz current injections, because of the slow changes in the membrane voltage induced by low frequency current injections. In addition, the slow-depolarizing membrane voltage, as a result of low frequency current injection and the counteracting effect from K LVA channels, likely facilitates the closed-state inactivation of Na V channels, which further prevents AP generation. This is in agreement with observation made by Oline et al., 2016 and suggests that mid-to high-frequency NM neurons reject slow depolarizing input more strongly than lowfrequency NM neurons. 8 This is likely regulated by the known tonotopic gradient of K LVA distribution pattern, more specifically, K V 1-containing channels. Previous study shows that the level of K V 1.1 mRNA staining reduces with the decrease in frequency along the tonotopic axis of NM. 29 In addition to our observations using the computational model, there is additional experimental evidence supporting the idea that K LVA channels are important regulators of AP frequency-firing patterns. One comes from the mid-to high-frequency NM neurons during early development (E10-12). At this age range, NM neurons are low-pass filters and fire preferentially to 5 and 10 Hz sinusoidal current injections. Interestingly, K LVA channels are also underdeveloped at E10-12 and their conductance accounts for only »20% of the total K V current.
14 The other evidence comes from the tonotopically arranged low-frequency NM neurons that are located at the most caudolateral region of the nucleus.
30 Surprisingly, these neurons at E19-21 act as low-pass filters instead of band-pass filters, and they have significantly lower amount of K LVA conductances compared with that of their mid-to high-frequency counterparts (unpublished observation). This result is consistent with the aforementioned immunochemical data of K V 1.1 mRNA tonotopic arrangement. 29 To summarize our computational and experimental data, the amount of K LVA conductances, which are age-and neuronal-type specific, shapes the frequency-firing patterns of NM neurons.
Functional significance of K LVA channels during development
Our previous study shows that mid-to high-frequency NM neurons are low-pass filters early in development (E10-12) and change to band-pass filters before hatch (E19-21).
14 During the transition period at E14-16, NM neurons possess the frequency-firing pattern with some properties observed from both age groups. 14 This transition of frequency-firing patterns during development is in parallel with the gradual increase in the amount of K LVA conductances -as well as -the inputs these neurons receive from the auditory nerve. At E10-12, the peripheral end organ of hearing known as the cochlea is unresponsive to sound but generates very low-frequency spontaneous AP activity that is sent to NM via the auditory nerve. 31 During development, this low-frequency spontaneous firing is gradually replaced by tonic spontaneous AP firing at higher frequencies, along with the evoked activity by external sound that first appears around E14. 32, 33 Interestingly, NM neurons also change from preferring low frequency sinusoidal current injections (i.e., 5 and 10 Hz) to stimuli with higher frequencies (i.e., > 75 Hz) during this same developmental time period. As discussed above, K LVA channels regulate this transition in frequency-firing patterns. There are 2 possible mechanisms underlying the development of K LVA channels and frequency-firing patterns. First, NM neurons are genetically programmed to accommodate changing inputs from the auditory nerve. 34 Second, the cochlea and the auditory nerve have neurotrophic effect on NM neurons that results in accommodating changing rates of synaptic inputs. 34, 35 We speculate that either mechanism delays the expression of K LVA channels early in development, permitting NM neurons to respond to low frequency bouts of spontaneous AP activity before hearing onset (i.e., E10-12). With development and the onset of hearing (i.e., E14-16), changes in synaptic input, increases in the rate of spontaneous/evoked AP activity and upregulation of K LVA channels shift NM neurons firing preferences to higher frequencies. This is further supported by the observation that the expression pattern of K LVA channels is largest for mid-to high-frequency NM neurons. 29 During post-hearing development, the cochlea also undergoes a change in its responsiveness to different sound frequencies along basilar membrane, that is, a shift in its place code properties. 36 When hearing onset just begins, the basal end of basilar membrane is the first place responsive to acoustic energy, but only to low frequency sounds. With development, the lower end of the characteristic frequencies progresses toward the apex of basilar membrane when more and more hair cells begin to become responsive to sound. It is suggested that individual neurons along the ascending auditory pathway also go through a shift in their characteristic frequencies from low to high during a critical period of hearing development. 36 Interestingly, from E14 to E21, the transition of NM frequency firing patterns to sinusoidal current injections is similar with this aforementioned shift in frequency place code processing. Therefore, our computational model in the current study proposes a potential molecular mechanism that is partially dependent on the expression pattern of K LVA channels that may contribute to the developmental shift in place code in the avian NM. Future experimental and computational studies could address this issue.
Methods

Model description
A single-compartment computational model was constructed using NEURON 7.1 (Table 1) . This model contains currents mediated by K LVA , K HVA , Na V , and passive leak channels. Biophysical properties of the neuron membrane are spatially uniform. Equations for these channels were based on previous publications 27, 37, 38 (Table 2 ). Parameters of K LVA and K HVA were adjusted such that the current-voltage curve of the model replicated that of the experimental data recorded from E19-21 NM neurons (Fig. 3) . Parameters of Na V were adjusted such that spike threshold and amplitude were similar between the model and the experimental data. Reducing the K LVA channel density simulated controlled blockade of K LVA channels.
For results shown in Figs 1-6 , the operating temperature of the model NM neuron was 25 C, the temperature at which most of the experimental data was recorded. For results shown in Fig. 7 , the operating temperature of the model was increased to 35 C to consider the behavior of the model NM neuron near physiologic temperature.
In vitro electrophysiology in brainstem slices
Slice preparation. Acute brainstem slices were prepared from chicken embryos from E19-21, as described previously. [39] [40] [41] Briefly, the brainstem was dissected and isolated in oxygenated low-Ca 2C highMg 2C modified ACSF containing the following (in mM): 130 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 26 NaHCO 3 , 3 MgCl 2 , 1 CaCl 2 , and 10 glucose. ACSF was continuously bubbled throughout the experiments with a mixture of 95% O 2 / 5% CO 2 (pH 7.4, osmolarity 295-310 mOsm/l). The brainstem was blocked coronally, affixed to the stage of a vibratome slicing chamber (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) and submerged in ACSF. Bilaterally symmetric coronal slices were made (200 mm thick), and approximately 7 slices containing NM were taken from caudal to rostral, roughly representing the low-to-high frequency regions, respectively. All neurons reported here were obtained from the rostral one-half of the entire nucleus, roughly representing the mid-to-high frequency regions of NM.
Slices were collected in a custom holding chamber and allowed to equilibrate for 1 hour at »22 C in normal ACSF containing the following (in mM): 130 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 26 NaHCO 3 , 1 MgCl 2 , 3 CaCl 2 , and 10 glucose. Normal ACSF was continuously bubbled with a mixture of 95% O 2 / 5% CO 2 (pH 7.4, osmolarity 295-310 mOsm/l). Slices were transferred to a recording chamber mounted on an Olympus BX51W1 (Center Valley, PA) microscope for electrophysiological experiments. The microscope was equipped with a CCD camera, 60x water-immersion objective and infrared differential interference contrast optics. The recording chamber was superfused continuously (Welco, Tokyo, Japan) at room temperature (monitored continuously at »22-25 C, Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) in normal oxygenated ACSF at a rate of 1.5-2 ml/min.
Whole cell electrophysiology. Current-clamp and voltage-clamp experiments were performed using an Axon Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Silicon Valley, CA). Patch pipettes were pulled to a tip diameter of 1-2 mm using a P-97 flaming/brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) and had resistances ranging from 3 to 6 MV. The internal solution of patch pipettes for recording action potentials (APs) and isolated K V currents was potassium-based and contained the following (in mM): 105 K-gluconate, 35 KCl, 1MgCl 2 , 10 HEPES-K C , 5 EGTA, 44-ATP-Mg 2C , and 0.3 4-Tris2GTP, pH adjusted to 7.3-7.4 with KOH. Isolated K V currents were recorded in the presence of the Na V channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTx, 1 mM). The junction potential was »-10 mV and was not corrected for current-clamp data reported in this study. In contrast, the voltage-clamp data of isolated K V currents were corrected for this junction potential (Fig. 3) .
Pipettes were visually guided to NM, where neurons were identified and distinguished from surrounding tissue based on cell morphology, known structure, and location of the nucleus within the slice. After a GV seal was attained, membrane patches were ruptured and neurons were first held in the voltage clamp mode of whole-cell configuration. A small hyperpolarizing (-1 mV, 30 ms) voltage command was presented to monitor whole-cell parameters (i.e., cell membrane capacitance, series resistance and input resistance). NM neurons were included in the data analysis only if they had series resistances < 15 MV. Afterwards we stayed in the voltage clamp mode for recording K V currents or switched to current clamp mode at I D 0 for recording APs. Raw data was lowpass filtered at 2 kHz and digitized at 20 kHz using a Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices).
All experiments were conducted in the presence of a GABA A -R antagonist picrotoxin (PTX, 100 mM). Synaptic glutamate transmission was continuously blocked using DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (DL-APV, 100 mM, an NMDA-R receptor antagonist) and 6-Cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2, 3-dione (CNQX, 20 mM, an AMPA-R receptor antagonist). AP properties were recorded and characterized by using different current-clamp protocols. AP threshold current is defined as the minimum amount of current required for neurons to generate an AP »50% of the time across 30 repetitive stimulations (interpulse stimulus intervals D 2 s). Once AP threshold current was obtained, a sustained current command (duration D 100 ms) was injected into the soma at 25% above the measured threshold current for each neuron. APs evoked by this current command were used to characterize AP properties. Each AP property was measured and averaged over 30 repetitive trials. Frequency-firing pattern of NM was obtained by injecting suprathreshold sinusoidal currents at frequency of 5, 10, 40, 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 Hz. The strength of injected sinusoidal currents was 150% above AP threshold current for each NM neuron, to ensure robust AP generation across trials. Firing probability was calculated as the average number of APs generated per sinusoidal cycle and plotted as a function of stimulation frequency (Fig. 1C) . In a subset of experiments when injecting low-frequency sinusoidal currents (i.e., < 20 Hz), we systematically increased the current strength beyond 150%, and up to nearly 1000% above AP threshold current.
Data analysis. Recording protocols were written and run using Clampex acquisition and Clampfit analysis software (version 10.3; Molecular Devices, Silicon Valley, CA). Statistical analyses and graphing protocols were performed using Prism (GraphPad versions 7.0b) and MATLAB (version R2014b; The Math Works, Natick, MA) software.
Reagents. All bath applied drugs were allowed to perfuse through the recording chamber for »10 minutes before subsequent recordings. DL-APV, CNQX and all other salts and chemicals were obtained from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). PTX were obtained from Tocris (Ellisville, MO). TTx and DTx were obtained from Alomone Labs (Jerusalem, Israel).
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